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Summary 

Bus usage has been in steady decline in England since the 1950s, as a consequence of rising 
economic prosperity and increased car ownership. But growth in car usage has led to increased 
congestion and vehicle emissions which contribute to climate change. In 2000, as part of its ten-year 
transport strategy, the Government set a Public Service Agreement target for increasing bus usage 
(PSA3) which it amended in 2002 and 2004, to increase bus and light rail usage by 12% between 
2000 and 2010, whilst at the same time achieving growth in every English region. 

Five years after a PSA target was first set overall growth in bus and light rail usage in England seems 
likely to reach the national target level by 2010, mainly because of the substantial increase in bus 
passenger numbers in London since 2000–01 (Figure 1). The increase in London can be attributed 
to the commitment of the Mayor and Transport for London, increased public subsidy, congestion 
charging and enhanced bus services. Usage in all other regions has declined, however, and it seems 
unlikely that the target for growth in every region will be achieved.  

To achieve wider change in bus usage, the Department and local authorities have limited leverage 
outside London to influence the commercial operators who provide 80% of bus services in a 
deregulated market. The Department needs to provide strong leadership, to use the full range of 
measures available to stimulate growth in demand, including the direction of subsidy, and to use all 
opportunities to encourage local authorities and operators to work together to improve the network 
of bus services, their reliability and quality.  

Figure 1: Reported use of buses and light rail, nationally and by region, 2000–01 to 2004–05 
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Source: Department for Transport 

On the basis of a Report from the Comptroller and Auditor General,1 the Committee examined 
performance against the PSA target, the measures needed to strengthen the delivery chain and to 
overcome barriers outside London, and how the Department could better support and incentivise 
local authorities to stimulate bus usage. 

 

 
1 C&AG's Report, Delivery chain analysis for bus services in England (HC 677, Session 2005–06) 
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Conclusions and recommendations 

1. London has seen bus usage increase by 32% over recent years; but outside London 
bus usage has fallen by 7%, putting at risk the Department’s target for increased 
bus use in every English region by 2010. Increasing bus usage would help reduce 
congestion and emissions, but achievement of the target for growth in bus usage in 
all regions in the period 2008–2011 will require a reversal of the current downward 
trend. The Department should identify what factors have been critical for success in 
London, and how far they might be replicated in the other regions to stimulate the 
desired expansion.  

2. The success in London can be attributed to the commitment shown by the Mayor 
and Transport for London; measures to support growth and investment in bus 
services while restricting car use; and a straightforward delivery chain achieved 
through effective regulation. The Mayor is to be congratulated on his success in 
increasing bus usage in London. Achieving this combination of success factors is 
more complex outside London, where bus services are largely provided 
commercially and are unregulated, and hence commitment and action by a wider 
range of stakeholders are needed to achieve growth. 

3. Difficult issues influencing bus usage include how subsidies are allocated, the use 
of concessionary fares funding, and the potential risks to fares competition if one 
or two operators dominate a local market. Whilst ultimately matters of policy, the 
Department should review whether changes to the basis and/or balance of funding 
within subsidy and grant schemes, between operator subsidy and concessionary 
fares, and between revenue and capital funding schemes, would better deliver the 
aim of increasing bus usage and reducing congestion and emissions. For example, 
extension of concessionary fares to children travelling to school in the morning 
might be shown to reduce school run congestion significantly, and increase bus 
usage. 

4. The Department has limited levers to influence bus use directly, being reliant on 
the actions and commitment of local authorities, which in turn determine 
priorities for increasing bus usage and restraint of car use. The Department 
should therefore agree challenging targets for bus growth with the largest local 
authorities, and those with the greatest congestion problems, which will establish 
authorities’ individual contributions to delivery of the national target. The 
Department should disseminate successful local initiatives more widely, challenging 
local authorities with low bus growth rates to learn from those with thriving local 
services. 

5. The Transport Act 2000 provides for local authorities to apply to the Secretary of 
State to remove an operator’s right to run commercial services, but only where 
this approach would be their only practicable means of delivering their Local 
Transport Plan, and no local authority has yet made such an application. The 
Department should review whether the legislative barrier has been set too high and 
works against the public interest aims of improving the extent and quality of bus 
services, and reducing road congestion and emissions. It should also obtain and 
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make available to local authorities legal advice on the interaction of the Transport 
Act 2000 provisions with the Human Rights Act 1998 which the Department believes 
would protect an operator’s right to run services. 

6. The Department does not obtain data necessary to measure the contribution 
which bus services make to reducing congestion and emissions, and increasing 
accessibility, nor does it monitor the operation of the bus services market and the 
extent to which monopolies may exist and be affecting fare levels and passenger 
demand. Without such data, it is difficult to see how the Department can determine 
whether its current range of measures is delivering the policy outcomes required.  

7. The Department provided no evidence on whether voluntary codes of practice 
had led to improvements in the quality of local bus services, and information on 
commercial operators’ performance is not available routinely to the Traffic 
Commissioners or the public outside London. The Department should encourage 
local authorities to set targets and monitor a range of quality of service measures, and 
agree with operators that performance data should be made available to the Traffic 
Commissioners and the public. 

8. There is scope to reduce the cost of providing and using local bus services, for 
example by improving procurement processes, letting longer contracts, and 
tendering for supported services across an area rather than for individual or small 
packages of routes. The administrative costs of concessionary fare schemes could 
also be reduced if there was greater standardisation and simplification, reducing the 
need for extensive negotiations within each area, and making it easier for passengers 
to travel across local authority boundaries. The Department should agree action 
plans with local authorities and other stakeholders.  

9. The Transport Innovation Fund, providing funding for new schemes from 2008–
09 with a budget of £290 million rising to £2.5 billion in 2014–15, may offer an 
opportunity to increase the use of public transport. To achieve success, the 
Department will need to link the funding for schemes to the achievement of specific 
measurable outcomes which contribute to the Department’s objectives for reducing 
congestion and emissions, and increasing accessibility. More active interest and 
leadership by the Department might stimulate greater innovation. 
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1 Performance against the PSA target 
1. The PSA target to increase bus and light rail usage by 12% by 2010 is important to 
achievement of the Department’s wider transport objectives of reducing emissions, 
relieving congestion and increasing accessibility. Reversing the history of 40 years of 
decline in bus passenger numbers to achieve growth in every region by 2008–2011, the last 
three years of the target period, represented a significant challenge.2  

2. The Department expected to achieve the 12% greater usage target as bus and light rail 
use has increased by 8% in the first four years of the Department’s target period. The 
increase in bus usage to date has not been uniform across England, however (Figure 1). 
Significant growth in bus usage of 32% had been achieved in London, and based on an 
agreed delivery plan, the Department expected London to continue to deliver its 
contribution to the target. Elsewhere in England, however, bus usage had fallen by 7% 
between 2000–01 and 2004–05. There were counties, towns and cities where bus usage was 
growing, for example, Nottinghamshire and Exeter, and in South East and the South West 
regions the decline in bus usage had stopped recently. The Department estimated that 
passenger numbers would increase by 5% in Passenger Transport Executive areas and 14% 
in other areas as a result of the extension of the national minimum for concessionary fares 
to fully free fares for people over 60 and the disabled with effect from 1 April 2006. Local 
authorities’ draft local transport plans forecast an average growth in bus use of 8% over the 
five years from 2006 to 2011. The Department agreed that it was still unlikely that growth 
would be achieved in all regions.3  

3. The Department had responsibility and accountability for achievement of the target but 
had to deliver the required outcome through complex delivery chains, involving local 
government and commercial operators, independently regulated by the Traffic 
Commissioners and the Office of Fair Trading (Figure 2). A firmer steer and a more active 
interest in achievement of the target by the Department would encourage others in the 
delivery chain to make the commitment necessary to improve bus usage.4 

 
2 Qq 1, 119 

3 Qq 11, 68, 72, 101, 107–109; C&AG’s Report, para 2 

4 Qq 24–26 
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Figure 2: The delivery chains for bus services in London and outside London 
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Source: Joint National Audit Office and Audit Commission bus industry work shops 

4. The way subsidy is allocated could affect delivery of the PSA target, but the Department 
regarded funding as a policy issue and hence would not comment on the use of subsidy, 
including whether more might be achieved through the reallocation of existing subsidies. 
Public revenue spending on bus services totalled some £2 billion. Bus Service Operators’ 
Grant, which subsidises companies for the amount of fuel they use, amounted to £359 
million in 2004–05. The Department had undertaken a public consultation and modelled 
various options to redirect the funding, but there had been little appetite from authorities 
or operators for any change, for example to allocate the funding on the basis of the number 
of passengers carried. Concessionary fares cost £469 million in 2004–05, and the extension 
of the national minimum concession to free fares for people over 60 and the disabled with 
effect from 1 April 2006 would cost an additional £350 million. The Department did not 
have a view, for example, on whether children should also be eligible for concessionary 
fares when travelling to school in the morning although such an approach might increase 
bus usage and reduce school run traffic, a major contributor to congestion. Other targeted 
funding, such as the Rural Bus Subsidy Grant at £50 million a year, represented a relatively 
small sum. The Transport Innovation Fund, effective from 2008–09 would be significant at 
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£290 million in 2008–09 rising to £2.5 billion in 2014–15 and the Department believed the 
fund would incentivise local authorities to increase public transport use.5 

5. The PSA target was intended to contribute to a reduction in congestion and emissions, 
and improved accessibility but the Department had not been able to measure the target’s 
impact because of a lack of information. Updated Local Transport Plans have been in place 
since March 2006, and the ten most congested urban areas in England would have agreed 
local congestion targets. All local authorities would have set accessibility strategies and 
targets. The Department would be able to use such information to link local authorities’ 
progress against congestion and accessibility targets with their policies on supporting 
increased bus usage.6 

 
5 Qq 5, 56, 115, 122–123, 128–129, 158 

6 Q 4 
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2 Strengthening the delivery chain outside 
London  

6. In London, Transport for London has responsibility for the bus network and contracts 
with operators to provide the services required. Authorities outside London, however, have 
no direct powers over the 80% of services provided commercially. For these services 
operators determine routes, timetables and fares in competition with other operators. Local 
authorities provide financial support for the remaining 20% of services to complement 
commercial services or to meet a specific local community transport need, and for these 
services they have direct control over routes, fares and timetables.7 In relation to 
commercial services, local authorities’ role relates to their use of infrastructure, an 
exceptional example of which is the Humber Bridge Board, which had been able to set tolls 
for public services vehicles at much higher rates than for cars, with the result the bus 
operator had ceased to provide a service across the bridge.8  

7. There were dominant operators in some areas around the country, but the Department 
considered the market to be competitive. Bus usage had grown in places where the local 
authority had worked with one of the big bus operators, such as in York, and there was 
competition for non-commercial services, with three bids obtained for each tender.9  

8. The Department believed operators would act rationally to maximise profits and hence 
would not seek to drive passengers off their buses. Fares had, however, risen by 
substantially more outside London than they had in London (Figure 3). Buses were on 
average 8.3 years old outside London, whereas in London they were renewed on a five 
yearly cycle. The Department did not consider age would necessarily affect reliability. It 
had calculated that, through the provision of some 38,000 new buses, operators had 
invested some £2 to £4 billion against the anticipated level of private investment of £5 
billion set out in the 10 Year Plan for Transport. The Department acknowledged that in a 
number of localities one or more of the big five bus operators dominated the market and 
there was a risk of quasi monopolistic operations. In the Department’s view, it was for the 
Office of Fair Trading, as the competition authority, to address whether operators were 
abusing a dominant position. Other market forces could impact on the likelihood of 
achieving increased bus usage.  

 
7 C&AG’s Report, 2.3–2.5, 3.2–3.7, 6; Q 153 

8 Qq 27–29, 35, 42–43, 78–80, 104 

9 Q 6 
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Figure 3: Bus fares over the period 1994–95 to 2004–05 
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Source: Transport Statistics of Great Britain  

9. The Department considered that if a bus operator were earning exceptional profits, new 
operators would enter the market, increasing competition. The Department, industry and 
local authorities were building a model of the bus market to better understand the 
relationship between costs, fares and passenger demand. The Department was not aware of 
data which suggested that the five major transport operators earned 25% of turnover but 
30% of profits from bus operations. If bus operators were driving up bus fares to increase 
profits it was likely to lead to reductions in passenger numbers.10 

10. Without direct levers for influencing commercial operators, voluntary codes of practice 
had been drawn up, but ultimately it was for local authorities and bus operators to decide 
whether they applied the recommended best practice. The Bus Partnership Forum 
voluntary code of practice on service stability was intended to discourage the changing of 
bus timetables at any time throughout the year. The Department was ahead of its target to 
have half of all buses with low-floors by 2010. Investment in new buses had increased the 
number which were “low-floor” (and hence accessible to people in wheelchairs or the 
elderly) to 44% of the fleet, improving the accessibility of buses. But it was unclear how 
widespread these improvements were across the country.11 

11. Commercial operators’ accountability to their local communities for services provided 
could be improved. The independent statutory Traffic Commissioners were responsible for 
investigating serious failures by operators to deliver against their registered timetables or to 
comply with the terms of their operator's licence. The Commissioners were, however, 
reliant on complaints from the public or local authorities to alert them to possible breaches 
of operators’ licences. They did not receive information on performance routinely from 

 
10 Qq 25–26, 47–50 

11 Qq 7, 98 
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operators. Awareness amongst bus users of the role and powers of the Traffic 
Commissioners to investigate complaints was likely to be low and the Department was 
unaware of the extent to which the Traffic Commissioners had acted upon local 
authorities’ concerns about poor service. Unlike for franchised rail services, there was no 
requirement for bus operators to provide information on bus service performance to the 
public.12  

12. To date, no local authority had sought approval from the Secretary of State to remove 
the right of commercial operators to register and run local services and to deliver its local 
bus strategy using Quality Contracts.13 The Department had sought to lower the potential 
barriers to the introduction of Quality Contracts, by reducing the qualifying period 
between setting the Contract arrangements and introducing them from 21 months to 6 
months. The hurdle had to be high as only a strong public interest reason could be used to 
remove operators’ rights to the quiet enjoyment of their property, which the Department 
considered was protected under the Human Rights Act 1998. An Authority seeking to 
introduce a Quality Contract might face court action by the existing commercial operator. 
Quality Contracts could, however, be appropriate where a local authority wanted to 
introduce road pricing, and needed the flexibility to control bus fares and bus frequencies 
as well.14 

 
12 Qq 8, 96, 132–149 

13 Under Quality Contracts, operators’ rights to register and operate services can be removed where this was the only 
practicable way to deliver to local transport plan. 

14 Qq 57–61 
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3 Supporting and incentivising local 
authorities  

13. There was no one measure which local authorities could employ to increase bus usage 
to the level of success achieved in London. The commitment of the Mayor and Transport 
for London to increasing bus usage had played an important part, together with a high 
level of subsidy, greater use of concessionary fares and a reduction in congestion following 
the introduction of the congestion charge leading to faster journey times. Outside London 
achieving the target depended on subsidy levels and concessionary fares, restraint on car 
use, political commitment from the top and building effective partnerships with other local 
authorities or bus operators. Where car use had been restrained bus services had been 
made relatively more attractive.15  

14. Revenue Support Grant for local authorities had increased by a third in real terms since 
1997 and Council Tax by 50%. In London in 2004–05, bus service subsidy was 31 pence per 
passenger journey. In the Passenger Transport Executive areas, however, it was 11 pence 
per passenger journey, and the real level of subsidy had been flat in the last five years. 
Subsidy had increased in real terms in other areas, as shown in Figure 4. It was a matter of 
local choice how much of the Revenue Support Grant was spent on subsidising bus 
services, although the Department agreed that this decision would be likely to affect 
passenger numbers.16 

Figure 4: Local authority subsidy of bus services in England 1994–95 to 2004–05 
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15 Qq 2, 5, 55, 66 

16 Qq 16, 42, 46, 63–64 
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15. The Local Transport Plan process gave the Department limited levers over local 
authority spending on bus services. The Plans, which have been in place since March 2006, 
would include targets for increasing bus usage for the next five years. The Department 
reviewed and agreed local authorities’ Local Transport Plans, and could incentivise local 
authorities through its capital funding allocations, which involved a performance incentive 
element amounting to 25% of the funding. Authorities reported progress against their 
plans and the Department expected to work closely with key local authorities over the five 
year period 2006–2011, to make sure the plans were delivered.17 

16. The Department could also encourage authorities to work together and improve 
efficiency. The Department was in discussion with the Government Office for the South 
West to establish a region-wide concessionary fare arrangement and was also exploring a 
smart-card based concessionary fare arrangement in the North West to include Lancashire, 
Cumbria and Blackpool. It was working with the North West Centre of Excellence on bus 
procurement issues, including the tendering of a number of bus routes together to attract 
more competitive bids and keener pricing. Such approaches would help local authorities 
outside London to keep down the cost of providing subsidised bus services.18 

17. The Department was also looking to the Transport Innovation Fund to support 
innovative local transport measures combining car restraint measures such as road pricing, 
with enhanced bus services. Funds being made available through the Transport Innovation 
Fund should help local authorities reduce the gap between the cost of motoring and of 
using local transport. Some £18 million had already been made available to help local 
authorities put together the initial 30 bids, and some £290 million would be available in the 
first year (2008–09). Funding was expected to rise in the next decade to £2.5 billion per 
year.19 

18. A wider range of quality of service measures was needed to capture the full range of 
factors influencing passenger satisfaction and a person’s decision on whether to use buses. 
The Department produced national statistics on satisfaction with bus services. It agreed to 
consider whether it would be helpful to measure the experience of disabled passengers. 
Through the Local Transport Plan process the Department has required local authorities to 
set targets for punctuality, reliability and satisfaction with bus services and to monitor 
performance but it provided no evidence about the frequency of changes to bus 
timetables.20 

 
17 Qq 9, 18–19; C&AG’s Report, para 1.18 

18 Qq 76–77 

19 Qq 115–116, 120–121 

20 Qq 97–98, 159 
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Formal minutes 

Wednesday 10 May 2006 

Members present: 
 

Mr Edward Leigh, in the Chair 

Annette Brooke 
Greg Clark 
Mr Ian Davidson 
Helen Goodman 

 Sarah McCarthy-Fry 
Mr Austin Mitchell 
Mr Alan Williams 

 

A draft Report (Delivery chain analysis for bus services in England), proposed by the 
Chairman, brought up and read. 
 
Ordered, That the draft Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph. 
 
Paragraphs 1 to 18 read and agreed to. 
 
Summary read and agreed to. 
 
Conclusions and recommendations read and agreed to. 
 
Resolved, That the Report be the Forty-third Report of the Committee to the House. 
 
Ordered, That the Chairman make the Report to the House. 
 
Ordered, That embargoed copies of the Report be made available, in accordance with the 
provisions of Standing Order No. 134. 

 
[Adjourned until Monday 22 May at 4.30 pm. 
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Members present:

Mr Edward Leigh, in the Chair

Greg Clark Sarah McCarthy-Fry
Mr Ian Davidson Mr Austin Mitchell
Helen Goodman Jon Trickett
Mr Sadiq Khan

Sir John Bourn KCB, Comptroller and Auditor General, National Audit OYce, gave evidence.

Mr Marius Gallaher, Second Treasury OYcer of Accounts, HM Treasury, gave evidence.

REPORT BY THE COMPTROLLER AND AUDITOR GENERAL

DELIVERY CHAIN ANALYSIS FOR BUS SERVICES IN ENGLAND (HC 677)

Witnesses: Mr David Rowlands CB, Permanent Secretary, and Mr Bob Linnard, Director, Regional
and Local Transport, Department for Transport, gave evidence.

Q1 Chairman: Good afternoon and welcome to the Mr Rowlands: The Report brings that out. It
acknowledges that outside of London: where youPublic Accounts Committee. Today we are looking

at the Comptroller and Auditor General’s Report have got strong leadership and strong commitment,
you have seen the diVerence there in bus usageon Progress on Delivery Chain Analysis for Bus
as well.Services in England. We are joined once again by

Mr David Rowlands, who is the Permanent
Secretary in the Department for Transport, and Mr Q4 Chairman: In relation to your target for dealing
Bob Linnard, who is Director of Regional and with congestion and traYc emissions and
Local Transport. You are very welcome. Mr accessibility, which is what all this is about of
Rowlands, could I start with looking at the overall course, paragraph 1.7 on page 25 states that the
use of buses. The best figure is probably figure 1 Department “has therefore not estimated the likely
on page 10. Why is it that passenger journeys are scale of substitution and hence the extent to which
still falling in all regions outside of London? growth in bus patronage would contribute to the
Mr Rowlands: Bus passenger usage has been PSA target’s underlying objectives in respect of
declining for the last forty or fifty years. The picture congestion and pollution.” We do not really know
outside London is mixed. Overall it is declining, what is going on, do we?
although the decline has stopped in the south east Mr Rowlands: Looking backwards, I think that is
and south west. It is a function historically of fair comment because we did not have the
people moving out of buses and into motorcars. information base. Looking forward, the next round

of local transport plans have to be in by March,
and for the 10 most congested urban areas we areQ2 Chairman: The record in London is very good, looking to put into place congestion targets agreed

so it is all down to Ken Livingstone’s commitment? at a local level for each of those 10 urban centres.
Mr Rowlands: I think it is down to a number of We will then be able to link that back with what
factors. As the Report draws out, it is down to the is happening with buses. In the next generation of
commitment of TfL and the Mayor of London; it local transport plans all local authorities will be
is a reflection of the scale of subsidy that has gone required to have accessibility strategies and
in; and it is a reflection of some factors that are accessibility targets, so again we will be able to link
unique to London that you will not find elsewhere. bus usage to accessibility. Looking forward
London has a low level of car ownership in relation therefore it will be diVerent.
to the rest of the country. It has a very sizeable
economy and a very sizeable bus network. It is a

Q5 Chairman: The cost of buses is dealt with inmixed bag of reasons.
figure 8 on page 28. I suppose that the public
assume that taking the bus is cheaper than

Q3 Chairman: It just shows that where you have motoring, but the transport economists tell us the
opposite. You will see under “key risks”: “Furtherthis personal commitment it can make a diVerence.
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widening of the gap between the cost of motoring the local authorities’ recommended best practice.
Ultimately, it is for local authorities and busand local transport costs.” To what extent will the

measures you have taken reduce this gap in costs operators to decide whether they want to use it.
of taking a bus?
Mr Rowlands: It is not the measures we have taken; Q8 Chairman: Let us talk about accountability to
it is measures that can be taken at a local authority the general public, which is dealt with in paragraph
level. If we leave aside issues to do with Treasury 3.37, page 57: “Operators are not required to
and simply the costs of motoring and costs of provide information routinely on bus service
taxation, which is not my Department’s performance to the TraYc Commissioners, or to
responsibility, as figure 8 makes clear, there are two the public.” Why do you not require bus operators
key drivers at local authority level. One is the level to be accountable to the public, who are using
of subsidy going into local bus services, and there is these buses?
a diVerence there. You have seen that for England Mr Rowlands: I think it is quite a good point in the
another £350 million is going into concessionary Report. We cannot turn over the information we
fares, so it is no longer statutory—half the elderly ourselves get from bus companies, which goes into
and disabled and free fares within a local authority the national statistics. It is collected under the
area. It is not just about a push, if you like—it is a Statistics of Trade Act 1947, which contains some
pull—but it is about car restraint. In local authority severe constraints in terms of putting out
areas where you have seen a willingness to restrain information identifying an individual company that
car use, you have seen the diVerence. It is making supplied it. The new generation of local transport
bus services more attractive, and it is restraining car plans will have bus punctuality surveys for each
use that makes the diVerence. local authority in there. We need to work together

through the Bus Partnership Forum to get into
place the kind of information that this reportQ6 Chairman Let us look at the structure of the
suggests should be there—although I am not sureindustry, which is dealt with in paragraph 1.8,
that we can use quite the route suggested in thefigure 6, on page 25. We have five operators that
report.cover two-thirds of the bus market. Is this going

to aVect the possibility of meeting your targets on
growth? Obviously, if there is less competition fares Q9 Chairman: Let us try and pursue that
may go up. relationship with local government, which is key,
Mr Rowlands: I do not think so. There is no reason and which is dealt with on page 29, paragraph 1.15.
to believe that is the case. If you look at those parts The heading is, “Local authorities and bus
of England where bus use has been growing, it is operators are the primary agents for delivering the
fair to say that you will find local authorities PSA target . . .” Do you think that these local
working in each locality with one or other of these transport plans and capital spending schemes give
big bus operators, and they have still been able to suYcient incentive to address eYciency, or not?
increase bus use. To take the oft-quoted example Mr Rowlands: I think they do. We have to
of York, the council there is working with First recognise that there is a tension here between local
Group, from memory; so there is no reason to decision-making and local accountability, and what
believe that that will result from these people central government would like, so we try to strike a
having 60% of the bus market; it is still a balance. The local transport plans are on an agreed
competitive market place. In terms of attendance basis. We are structuring the disbursement of local
services, in 20% of non-commercial services that is capital back to local authorities in a way that
still a competitive market place; you will still get incentivises them in terms of performance. We are
three bids with each of the tender contracts. requiring them to report against their plans. As the

Report acknowledges, we set up a new unit in my
Department twelve months ago to work with localQ7 Chairman: Let us look now briefly at how you
authorities. That is what we plan to do once wework with local government and the bus operators.
have finalised the local transport plans—not simplyIf you look at paragraph 1.3 on page 33 there was
sign oV at that point but continue to work closelya voluntary code of practice that was put in place
with them for the five-year life of the plans, or atin 2003 which was supposed to result in greater
least work with the key local authorities on theirstability of commercial services, and the public
plans.would be warned of services coming oV. Has that

been the eVect?
Mr Rowlands: I think it has had an eVect. It was Q10 Chairman: Let us look at this tension again.

Take Scotland, for example, which is dealt with onintended to discourage the possibility that
timetables could change in any particular week of page 56, paragraph 3.35: “In Wales and Scotland

the concessionary fares schemes have changed tothe year and move it to a place where generally it
would only change at fixed points of the year. I allow national free travel . . .” They can cost

concessionary travel nationally in Scotland, butthink it has made a diVerence.
Mr Linnard: Some of the areas where there has that is not possible in England. Why not?

Mr Rowlands: If I have misled you, forgive me.been bus growth and very strong partnership
between local authorities the major bus operators Nobody is saying that free concessionary travel

England-wide is impossible. What is beinghave embraced this sort of arrangement and other
aspects of partnership; but it is only guidance from introduced from April is free concessionary travel
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at a cost of another £350 million in each local Mr Rowlands: As I said earlier, I accept that there
are some unique characteristics of London that areauthority area. That could be extended to replicate

the Scottish or Welsh schemes, but it would require not replicated outside: the size of its economy, the
number of people and the level of car ownership.primary legislation to replicate the Scottish scheme

at a cost of another £160 million, because that
would be nationwide, and Scotland includes the Q14 Helen Goodman: One of the things that
morning peak as well. It is a choice, and the choice disturbs me is that according to paragraph 2.8 the
was to spend £350 million additional subsidy, not level of subsidy is almost three times higher in
£500 million, which is what they would need to London than it is in the rest of the country. Have
replicate the Scottish scheme. you done any modelling on what would be the

impact of having an even subsidy per passenger
journey across the whole country?Q11 Chairman: Do you think it is a rather confused
Mr Rowlands: No.picture, with you having to meet these targets? The

levers for meeting these targets sometimes break in
Q15 Helen Goodman: Would you consider doing it?your hands; the local authority also has a finger in
Is the Department capable of doing that? Have youthe pie; and the market place apparently has a role:
got the data to do it?who is in control?
Mr Rowlands: I think it would be quite diYcult.Mr Rowlands: I do not think it is a confused
When you say “even subsidy per passenger”, I ampicture. I think it is a complex picture. It is a
not sure how that works in modelling terms. Thatchallenge, but the evidence is that both the
would be the same subsidy for somebody travellingDepartment and certainly some local authorities
on a rural bus with few people on perhaps, and thecan rise to it. The challenge going forward is to
same subsidy in a crowded bus in centralwork in a way that gets everybody to rise to that
Birmingham with lots of people on it, so I do notchallenge. We cannot change in many ways the
think that works.delivery chain outside of London; it reflects local

government structure, which is way beyond my
Q16 Helen Goodman: Do you not think it is ratherDepartment’s responsibility. We have to work with
odd that in the place where the market is the mosta world where we have PTAs, PTEs, met district
optimistic for bus services, that is where we alsocouncils, shires, shire district councils, unitaries—
have the highest subsidy? Normally, we subsidiseit is a fact of life. We have to work with it. We
those things where there are most problems, notunderstand the delivery chain, and you can see
where there are the least problems.some evidence in some places. It is not just the
Mr Rowlands: To some extent this is about choicesYorks and the Brightons but places like
at local authority level. I do not think it is odd thatNottinghamshire where bus use has grown. You
the level in London is necessarily as high as it is;can make this complicated and complex chain
that is a reflection of the diYculties with congestionwork.
in London. If you look outside of London and look
at what has happened to subsidy levels, over the

Q12 Chairman: To conclude, can you reassure us, last five years or so the real level of subsidy in PTEs
in answer to the point made in the summary in has not changed; it has been flat in real terms. In
paragraph 6 on page 10, which tells us that the the urban areas, outside the PTEs, it has increased
public revenue spending on bus services totals some in real terms. Maybe it is a consequence, but
£2 billion, that you are delivering value for money passenger usage of buses in PTEs has declined in
and not supporting empty buses? the face of flat real subsidy, but it has stayed stable
Mr Rowlands: That decision is in part for the local in rural areas outside the PTEs where the subsidy
authorities to take, and, if you will forgive me, for has gone up. Somebody has to make choices at a
the Audit Commission to take an interest in local level in terms of where they want to spend
because there is a point when it goes beyond us. their RSG money. The RSG itself has gone up a
Remember, the revenue support that goes into local third in real terms since 1997. Council tax has gone
authority bus services comes out of RSG, which is up 50% so it has made some choices about where
an undiVerentiated sum of money, so we have no it spends the money.
control over what is spent; we can merely report
what is spent and then work with local authorities Q17 Helen Goodman: I accept that people have
to make sure it is value for money. made choices; I am asking you whether the money

is as well spent as it could be when it is so unevenly
spent across the country. You are telling me thatQ13 Helen Goodman: I represent Bishop Auckland
the Department for Transport is not in a positionin County Durham, so I am quite interested in the
to make that judgment, even though thediVerence between what is going on in London and
Department for Transport is the owner of thewhat is going on in the rest of the country. One of
target to increase bus use.the things that comes out of the Report is that
Mr Rowlands: Yes.without any intervention at all from the state, the

opportunities for a growing bus market, a buoyant
market in London, are greater than in the rest of Q18 Helen Goodman: Can you imagine that in a

constituency where 21 bus routes are being reducedthe country, because it is more compact and there
are already more routes. Do you accept that? and one is being abolished altogether—and last
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week we had the news that one of the bus operators Mr Rowlands: It is built around an analysis that
is withdrawing completely—there might be some looks at the degree of accessibility and the time it
disappointment that the Department for Transport takes to get to half a dozen key destinations for
is not taking a more active interest in the way the most people—surgeries, hospitals, schools, further
money is spent outside London? education, jobs, supermarkets. It is largely done by
Mr Rowlands: We are taking an active interest, but most local authorities on the basis of some software
I did say earlier that there is a balance here between that we gave them 12 or 18 months ago. It looks
local accountability and local decision-making, and at the time taken to get to those particular kinds
where central government is. We take an interest, of destination and the ease with which you can
clearly, through the local transport plans, which get there.
each local authority is responsible for putting in to
us. Those plans will have agreed bus targets for the

Q22 Helen Goodman: In looking at the ease withnext five years. We will work very closely with a
which you can get there, that presumably takesnumber of people over the next five years to make
account of frequency of buses, does it?sure they are delivered. What my Department
Mr Rowlands: It should do.cannot do is get down to the level of individual bus

services throughout England and take a daily
interest in what is going on. That is partly the Q23 Jon Trickett: As I understand it, the
responsibility of private-sector operators and partly Department is required to increase bus usage. That
the responsibility of the local authorities, which is one of your objectives, is it not?
can, if they so wish, put these things out to tender.

Mr Rowlands: The PSA target is, as you know, to
increase passenger use to bus and light rail by 12%
by 2010.Q19 Helen Goodman: I am interested that you said

it is the responsibility of local operators because if
you look at figure 14 on page 14 you will see that

Q24 Jon Trickett: In your response to Helenthe bus operators are answerable to bus users for
Goodman, it seemed to be that while you have gotwhat they do, and also to the traYc commissioners.
responsibility, actually any fault in failing toAs you know, the responsibility of the traYc
achieve that target is really the responsibility of thecommissioners is to ensure that the Competition
councils. Where does your role come into it? It didAct is implemented and abided by. You also know
look very much like a passing the buck exercise, tothat that Act prevents the diVerent bus companies
be honest!from co-operating to make a more integrated
Mr Rowlands: No, I do not think I was passing thetransport network. In what sense in relation to the
buck. Perhaps I failed to explain, but, as thestrategic responsibility does the Department for
Chairman said, we do not have all the levers in ourTransport have any leverage over these bus
hands and some of them might even break. This isoperators?
about trying to work with the local authorities. IMr Rowlands: The leverage, if that is the right word
do not think I was trying to pass the buck. Maybefor it, has to come, as I said, through the individual
I am not doing it very well but I was trying tolocal transport plans—what it is that both the local
separate out responsibilities. We cannot take awayauthority envisages in those plans and what it is we
from local authorities their own responsibilities.want to work with them for, and through the local
We do need to work with them in terms of whatauthority—the partnership they have with their
they plan to do and what we plan to support.local bus companies.

Q25 Jon Trickett: It did sound—and I am sure itQ20 Helen Goodman: I understand that that is the
would to anybody who reads the text of yoursituation at the moment, but since we are
replies—as if you were saying it is for the localconcerned to reduce emissions through increased
authorities to spend their RSG more wisely and useuse of public transport, and since that is an
all levers at their disposal, which are not very manyoverriding priority and the institutional
either. I want to ask you about the role of the busarrangements could be changed, I wondered
companies. I think that a state of quasi monopolieswhether the Department for Transport had thought
has been allowed to develop across various areas,of reformulating the institutional arrangements,
for instance the PTE areas that I am familiar withwhich seem to be a bit of a barrier.
in West Yorkshire and the West Midlands and soMr Rowlands: There is no policy, no intent to
on. They are quasi monopolies, are they not?reform the institutional arrangements. As far as I
Mr Rowlands: It is a question for the OFT in theknow, it is not my Department’s responsibility to
end as to whether they are quasi monopoly andchange local government structures or to re-
abusing their position.nationalise the bus industry, or to move to a

London franchising arrangement outside London.

Q26 Jon Trickett: So that is somebody else’s
responsibility!Q21 Helen Goodman: I am not clear as to what is
Mr Rowlands: I am sorry; they are the competitionincluded in an accessibility strategy. Does

accessibility include frequency of services? authority.
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Q27 Jon Trickett: I was not asking you if you were Q33 Jon Trickett: What is more important is how
they use monopolies—first, to increase profits—toresponsible; I was asking you whether you agreed

with the statement that there is a series of increase prices, and then—I am talking about
elasticity of demand. In the end they are drivingmonopolistic operations.

Mr Rowlands: It is certainly the case that in quite prices up in order to produce profits, which
produces less passengers. I would have thought thata number of localities there is a dominant bus

operator—one of the big five, yes. that is something that eventually you are going to
have responsibility for—if I can get to that in the
10 minutes available to me! I would like you to see

Q28 Jon Trickett: The big five undertake 90% of whether you can verify that figure which I have
all bus operations in the PTE areas, do they not? produced.
Mr Rowlands: I imagine that is correct. Mr Rowlands: I would be very happy to do so.

Chairman: Where did the figure come from?
Q29 Jon Trickett: Would you like to write to the
Committee and tell us what the understanding is? Q34 Jon Trickett: It is a report. I will make it
I have seen a note saying it is 90%, which is a available to the Committee. Before coming on to
monopoly, is it not, if that is correct? pricing policy, the operators appear to take second-
Mr Rowlands: You can take this at two levels. I hand buses from London and then pass them out
agree with you in the terms you are using it. In to the PTEs. I have been given a figure that the
OFT terms it depends on how you define the size London contracts require them to renew the buses
of the market, and I do not know how you define on a five-year cycle, but the average age of the PTE
the size of the market.1 fleet is 8.3 years. Is that something you recognise?
Mr Linnard: Most of the PTE areas have got two Mr Rowlands: I cannot give you a comment on the
large operators and a lot of smaller ones. Generally age of the—
there are two large operators in PTE areas.

Q35 Jon Trickett: That would aVect the reliability,Q30 Jon Trickett: I am told that 25% of the would it not, of buses in the region? If the averageturnover of the big five produces 50% of their age of a bus in London is five years or less, andprofits; the 25% of their turnover is bus operators; they are now renewed on a five-year cycle, if the50% of the profits of the operators comes from average of a PTE bus is 8.3 years they must bebuses. Do you recognise that figure? unreliable buses—Mr Rowlands: No, I do not. Mr Rowlands: It is conceivable it might aVect the
ambience, depending on how old the bus was; but
there is no reason to believe it would necessarilyQ31 Jon Trickett: Have you ever bothered to ask
aVect reliability. The Routemasters were 30 or 40yourself how these bus operators might be taking
years old in London, but they were fairly reliableadvantage of the quasi monopolies which you have
at that age.yourself acknowledged exist?

Mr Rowlands: I am sorry, but I think I can only
say—and this is not passing the buck—the problem Q36 Jon Trickett: There is evidence, is there not,is not the competition authority, but for the bus

that in the PTE areas at least there is more timeindustry the OFT is. If it is plainly the case that
being lost by mechanical breakdown and also lackthey are abusing a dominant position, then that is
of trained personnel, which is therefore aVectinga matter for the competition authorities.
numbers of passengers? If a bus does not turn up—
Mr Rowlands: It is certainly the case that—

Q32 Jon Trickett: I am not asking you who is
responsible; I am simply asking you the question.

Q37 Jon Trickett: You have no idea whether thatI have been provided with a figure that says that
is right or wrong?of the big five transport operators 25% of their
Mr Rowlands: We can give you some figures onoperations, 25% of their turnover, is buses, but 50%
losses.of their profits come from bus operations. Is it

something that the Department might want to have
a look at, to see if you can verify— Q38 Jon Trickett: But you do not know.
Mr Rowlands: I am very happy to look at it and Mr Rowlands: Yes
write back to the Committee. Even if the figures
were right, what would also be relevant is the return

Q39 Jon Trickett: I would be grateful if you couldon capital they are enjoying by comparison with the
tell me the average age of the buses—if you couldrest of their operations.2
confirm the figures I have just given you—and also,
if you think there are losses from mechanical1 Ev 17

2 Note by witness: The published group accounts for the breakdowns.
largest five bus operator groups indicate that UK bus Mr Rowlands: That is the average age for all the
operations accounted for between 10% and 40% of the five buses in all the PTEs?3
groups’ turnover and between 29% and 54% of the five
groups’ profits. These figures are highly dependent on the
accounting policies of each of the groups. 3 Ev 17
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Q40 Jon Trickett: Yes. Someone has got the Mr Rowlands: If you have a bus operator that is
figures. I will provide the evidence to the earning exceptional profits, then you would, over
Committee. On the use of a monopoly—first of all time, expect them to be competing away through
the use of old fleets, and secondly to put up competition, yes.
prices—are you aware of the extent to which prices
have gone up in the PTE areas?

Q48 Jon Trickett: I have jotted down (a) that thereMr Rowlands: I am aware of the increase in tender
are quasi monopolies across the PTE areas andprices, yes.
elsewhere as well, which is resulting in mechanical
breakdowns, older fleet, rising prices and reallyQ41 Jon Trickett: Bus fares?
super profits, all of which is resulting in fewerMr Rowlands: Yes.
passengers. You have not been able to verify or
even comment on any of those matters. The

Q42 Jon Trickett: I am told that bus fares in the Department does not own these—it is just evading
PTE areas in London have gone up by 86%, and responsibility and—
in London they have gone up by 36%. Is that a Mr Rowlands: Not at all. We, as the Report very
figure that you recognise? clearly shows, have tightened up the target. If weMr Rowlands: I do not recognise the particular were in the business of evading our responsibilitiesfigures, but I think the general point you are

we would have stayed with the old 12% across themaking must be right. To some extent it must flow
piece by 2010, but we chose in 2004 to put a veryfrom the Report that the subsidy level per
diYcult additional piece in to—passenger in London is 31p and only 11p in PTEs.

Q43 Jon Trickett: It may be that London is a more Q49 Jon Trickett: You have not bothered to
competitive market—I do not know. The fact is analyse basic econometric factors and the
that there is no competition in the PTEs, or very implications for passenger use, have you?
little competition, and prices have more than Mr Rowlands: No, we do. We are actually
doubled to the increase in London. Has it occurred building—
to you—because nothing else has so far—that the
increase in price, together with the elasticity of

Q50 Jon Trickett: You have produced no evidencedemand, will produce a fall in revenue eventually
this afternoon of that.for the bus operators and hit their profits, but,
Mr Rowlands: We are building with the busmore importantly, less passengers will go on the
industry and with the local authorities a model thatbuses if the prices continue to rise and—
will take in costs, ridership, fares and demands, soMr Rowlands: Forgive me, but I think I would like
that we are trying to build and share with industryto make the assumption that, whatever else is going

on, bus operators are economically rational and are the very points you are making.
not trying to go out of business. Therefore, while
they are certainly profit maximising they are also

Q51 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Can I draw yourpassenger maximising. They have no interest in
attention to page 30, paragraph 1.24? “This two-driving passengers oV their own buses.
year project will build on good practice already
identified and include consideration of partnershipQ44 Jon Trickett: Are you aware that work has working, the mix of public transport servicesbeen done on elasticity of demand for buses?
provided (for example by buses, taxis andMr Rowlands: I am sure work has been done.
community transport . . .” Do you class taxis as
public transport?

Q45 Jon Trickett: Are you aware of it? Mr Rowlands: Yes.
Mr Rowlands: Not personally, no.

Q52 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Given that you have justQ46 Jon Trickett: A figure for elasticity has been
said that you class taxis as public transport, canproduced, and it is quite clear that we are losing
you turn to page 51, diagram 15? “Concessionarypassengers by the excessive increases in prices
fares: Wide variety of schemes which are complexwhich the operators have been imposing on the
and confuse the public: “Budget pressures limitingpoor unfortunate public. Although the revenue has
concessionary fares expenditure. Concessionarybeen increasing, and the profitability, the number
fares resource not restricted to use on publicof passengers has actually fallen. Are you aware of

any of that work? transport.” What do you mean by that? What else
Mr Rowlands: Yes. I am also aware, as I said is concessionary fares resource if it is not on public
earlier, that the level of subsidy in London is three transport? I assume that to mean that people use
times the level of subsidy in PTEs. It impacts on their bus tokens in taxis, but you have just told me
fares and impacts on wider issues. that taxis are public transport.

Mr Rowlands: Mr Linnard will correct me if I get
this wrong. It depends what they mean by “publicQ47 Jon Trickett: Would competition in the PTE
transport” in the Report. They extend, I think, toareas help to defray the rising prices and therefore

help to retain passengers? community transport.
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Mr Linnard: Some local authorities give Q56 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Coming back to
subsidy, I was a bit surprised to read in the Reportconcessionary travel on community transport, and
about the bus service operator’s grant thatI think some do on taxis. Whether there is a
subsidises companies for the amount of fuel theydefinitional problem on what is public transport in
use. You have had an opportunity to change thediVerent parts I do not know.
requirement for that subsidy; you could possibly
have directed it in a more focused way at increase

Q53 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: This is the point I am in bus usage, environmental improvement,
making because it is an argument that comes up in enhancing the passenger experience: why did you
most local authorities every year—those that have choose to keep it as a fuel subsidy?
a half-fare scheme—and it will come up even more Mr Rowlands: I understand the point you make.
when we spread nationwide the full fare free This was looked at two years ago. There was a
scheme, because my constituents are asking, “Am public consultation and there was little appetite
I still going to get my tokens?” Then the argument either from local authorities or from operators for
comes up whether we are doing this to help our any change. We modelled various alternative
constituents to travel around, in which case people options within the same sort of sum of money so
who cannot use buses for disability reasons or that it might be directed in diVerent ways. It was
whatever reason quite rightly wish to use their very clear that if it re-focused the money so that it
tokens on taxis. You hear other anecdotal stories was paid per passenger for example, the urban
of people who use their tokens, which are a form centres would win and the rural bus services would
of concessionary fare subsidy, for their taxis to the lose very substantially. It was the same problem
airport, and you also get anecdotal stories of the with other options that were modelled. There were
black market in tokens. inevitably some very substantial winners and some
Mr Rowlands: There is nothing happening that very substantial losers. The conclusion at the time,
would prevent any local authority to continue to in the face of that and in the face of it being quite
give tokens in the way you suggest—I think that diYcult to understand what the impact would be
is right. network-wide, was that, despite the point you make
Mr Linnard: Yes. about the environmental side, it was best to leave it
Mr Rowlands:—or to extend their local as it was. What I would say is that in environmental
concessionary travel arrangements beyond buses— terms this still leaves the operators having to pick
on Merseyside, for example, I think it covers the up the other 20% of fuel duty, plus the non-duty
ferries, for example. What is happening is that elements of fuel, so they still claim something

towards their fuel costs but obviously not thewhatever arrangements they had for which they
entire bill.were getting from the Government support for half

concessionary fares, will move to the point where
there is another £350 million going in so that there Q57 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Can I now bring you on
will be full concessionary fares. That they can enter to the quality contracts. Am I right in
in any way they wish, and that can be included in understanding that if a local authority took on a
continuing token arrangements. quality contract—and none has opted to do that—

they would have greater control over the bus
services and would be better able to direct them toQ54 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Do you believe that this
the needs of the residents?new concessionary fare policy will increase the
Mr Rowlands: A quality contract would allow thenumber of bus passengers?
local authority to specify the times and the fares,Mr Rowlands: Yes.
and that contract would be let to whichever bus
company was doing that contract, not necessarily
the incumbent.Q55 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: My own local authority

believes the same thing. Is this what you believe is
one of the levers that local authorities can use? Q58 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: But no local authority
Mr Rowlands: Yes. As I said earlier, this is in part has opted to use it yet. Why do you think that is?
about increasing the attractiveness of bus use, and Mr Rowlands: I think, if you ask some of the local
some of that may be to do with the levels of authorities, they would say that the hurdles are too
subsidy. Our forecast at the moment is that the new high. We have certainly tried to lower the barrier,
concessionary arrangements for bus fares from if only in the sense that a little while ago we reduced
April should increase ridership of the PTEs by 5%, from 21 months to six months the period that has
and outside of them in the rest of England and to elapse between setting the quality contract
outside London by about 14%, so we are expecting arrangements and actually introducing it.
some significant kick-up in ridership. As I said However, inevitably this barrier will be quite high
earlier, this is also about car restraint. That is the because of Human Rights Act implications. Under
evidence from London; it is not simply about the the Human Rights Act any legal entity is entitled
Mayor of London or the London subsidies; it is to the quiet enjoyment of their own property and
about the willingness to introduce a congestion you may only override that in the public interest;
charging scheme. It now costs you £8 to go into and therefore to move to quality contracts requires
the centre of London, shortly to be extended to the a strong public interest reason; it cannot be done

simply because somebody would like to haveWest End.
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quality contracts. This amounts, in human rights has been going up. They have chosen to do that. It
is a question of local authority decisions and localterms, to taking away from the bus operator the

business they are doing in a particular locality, accountability. Some of them run it diVerently.
because the Act says it needs to be a proposal put
to my Secretary of State on the basis that this is the Q65 Mr Mitchell: Let us look at it another way.
only way in which they can deliver their bus policy. You are successful in achieving targets in London;

but it is disastrous in the rest of the country. How
do you explain that? Three things seem to stand outQ59 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: So the bus operators

must be deemed to have failed the people who live in the Report. One is the congestion charge, so they
are using a stick as well as a carrot; second is thatin that area with—

Mr Rowlands: No. Perhaps I can just repeat what the system is better run and managed by Transport
for London than is the case outside London; and,I have said. Mr Linnard will tell me if I get this

wrong, but the test in the Act is that a quality third, they have got more money. How would you
rate those in order of importance?contract can be put in place because that is the only

feasible means by which that local authority can Mr Rowlands: I do not think I can rate those in
order of importance.deliver its bus strategy.

Mr Linnard: The only practical way of delivering
a bus strategy. Q66 Mr Mitchell: Surely you need to know that!

Mr Rowlands: There are other factors that play in
as well, as the Report brings out. I do not thinkQ60 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Would it be fair to say

it is highly unlikely that we are going to get any of you can pull one thing out and say that is the magic
bullet and that we will get the same result inthese quality contracts?

Mr Rowlands: Not necessarily. Our London; you have to look at the combination. It
is something to do with subsidy levels and restraintunderstanding—and it is only an understanding—

is that there are a number of local authorities now on car use; and something to do with political
commitment from the top; and it is something tolooking quite actively at this. I understand that this

is north of the Border as well as south of the do with building eVective partnerships either with
other local authorities or with bus operators. SomeBorder. I think that is right.

Mr Linnard: Yes. of that is easier in London, given the nature of the
franchised bus market, and some of it is certainly
more diYcult outside London given the structureQ61 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: So the requirement will
of local government. Those are the parameters thatbe on the local authority to have the courage to
are set out in this report. I do not think you cantake on bus companies and see it challenged in
pull one out, and I really do not want to put themcourt.
in order of priority, because it may well vary fromMr Rowlands: That is the way the Act is
local authority to local authority.structured, yes.

Mr Linnard: We said in the 2004 Transport White
Paper that an example of a situation where a Q67 Mr Mitchell: Would the Department not like

to know? It would be useful to find out why it isquality contract would be the only practical way of
implementing bus strategy would be where a local successful in London and not successful outside,

instead of going round muttering that there isauthority wanted to introduce local road pricing;
and for that to be politically saleable, it would have something in the air!

Mr Rowlands: No, this report explicitly states thatto be able to demonstrate that it could control the
fares and frequencies on the buses, in the same way we cannot separate out these factors from the

delivery chain in London. The NAO and the Auditthat has been done with the congestion charge.
Commission were not able to analyse it out, and I
cannot do it either!Q62 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: So it is not a quality

contract, it is to deliver a better quality of bus
services; it is for a diVerent purpose. Q68 Mr Mitchell: Do you know why you are doing

badly in the rest of the country?Mr Linnard: It could be part of that package.
Mr Rowlands: We are not doing badly in the rest
of the country. We are not doing well in some partsQ63 Mr Mitchell: Why is London always the spoilt
of the country, but there are other parts where itdarling in these situations? Why does London get
is going quite well and where bus use is growing.31p subsidy per passenger whereas the rest of us
As I said, it is growing in Nottinghamshire; it isget 11p?
growing in Exeter. Everybody knows about—Mr Rowlands: Because out of the monies available,

London has chosen to pay 31p per passenger, and
others have made a diVerent choice out of the Q69 Mr Mitchell: I am not interested in Exeter!

Mr Rowlands: Well they are in Exeter!monies available.

Q64 Mr Mitchell: It is generous to itself! Q70 Mr Mitchell: Table 4 on page 15 shows the
disastrous fall in usage of bus and light rail inMr Rowlands: No. The point I was making earlier

is that if you look at the last five years or so in PTE Yorkshire and Humberside, the east of England,
the West Midlands and the north east. Why is it?areas the subsidy paid for buses has stayed flat in

real terms, whereas the RSG revenue in real terms What is causing it? Is it due to the factors that
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Jon Trickett mentioned, that local monopolies are way round: apart from some attendance services it
is the operator that takes the revenue in and takesovercharging? Is it due to the fact that they do not

have enough— the revenue risk; and so you have to work out
directly with each operator what the passenger lossMr Rowlands: It has been doing this since the

1950s. is in revenue terms from concessionary fares. It is
a fundamentally diVerent arrangement to London.
You will only get a more simplified approach wereQ71 Mr Mitchell: Is it a matter of competition—
we to move to a system like Scotland and Wales,Mr Rowlands: It has been doing this since the state
where it is a nationwide concessionary fare, whichran buses. This trend has been going on since the
would make it simpler. As I said, it costs more than1950s.
£60 million more in England. I think it is unlikely,
although I could be wrong, that you will see a moveQ72 Mr Mitchell: Yes, but you are dealing with
to a world where local authorities outside ofwhere the state does not run buses and where you
London are taking all the revenue risk on theare trying to encourage use. How are you doing it?
bus services.Mr Rowlands: If you look at the top bars you can

see that over the last five years the decline in the
Q76 Mr Mitchell: For instance, why should districtsouth west and the south east has been modest. If
councils issue concessionary fares and not just haveyou look at the last couple of years, it has stopped.
it done by counties? I mention this because the lastBus use has just picked up slightly in the south east
time I dropped in on Stagecoach in Grimsby theyand south west, so we are beginning to see—
were worried about how other parts of the area toalthough I realise that we all struggle to understand
which their buses went were going to apply theirthe complexities outside of London—some shift in
concessionary fare schemes.the tectonic plates. We are beginning to see a shift
Mr Rowlands: You have taken me out of myin the 40–50 year trend.
responsibilities now because we are back into the
structure, roles and responsibilities of localQ73 Mr Mitchell: So your strategy is to say there
government, and that is into ODPM’s territory, Iis something in the air and “fingers crossed”!
am afraid, not mine. My Department simplyMr Rowlands: No, the strategy is not that there is
cannot change whom it is that issues concessionarysomething—
fares; it is a matter for The Deputy Prime Minister
and his Department.Q74 Mr Mitchell: Why is it that structures that
Mr Linnard: What we can do is to encouragework in London cannot be applied to our bigger
district councils to join together and run schemescities like Manchester or Birmingham, which have
on a county basis, which some do very successfully.very similar arrangements and very similar
Mr Rowlands: We are trying to do that. We areproblems? Why are they in so much diYculty in
currently in discussion with the government oYceencouraging bus use, whereas London is successful?
for the south west to try and get a regional-wideMr Rowlands: It is because they choose to put
concessionary fares arrangement, and we arelower levels of subsidy in, because they have not
talking to people in the north west about a smart-put in demand restraint on motorcars in the way
card based concessionary fare arrangement thatthat we have seen there. Whether or not it would
will run across Lancashire, Cumbria, and placeshelp if they had, eVectively, franchising
like Blackpool. Blackburn has its own municipalarrangements similar to London is an issue to do
bus company. We are working at it, but what wewith whether or not any of them are going to
cannot do is change the whole structure of localpursue the issue of quality contracts.
government.

Q75 Mr Mitchell: It seems to me that one of the
Q77 Mr Mitchell: It states in the report on page 31,reasons put forward in this Report is that
paragraph 1.26 that the Department has notconcessionary fare structures are more confusing
identified the need to take any significant furtherand more diYcult, and cause more problems for the
action to address the rising cost of bus use. Whybus driver or bus conductor, outside London than
is that?inside London, where you have a very simple
Mr Rowlands: Well, we have prospectively. We aresystem that seems to work quite well. You
working with the North West Centre of Excellencementioned the diYculty of having a uniform
on bus procurement in terms of the sorts of thingsconcession without primary legislation, but why
suggested here about bundling up bus routes to getcan we not have a more uniform concessionary fare
more competitive tenders and keener prices, in thestructure in order to make operating the buses
way they have done in London. We want to useeasier?
that to get some real experience and get it out toMr Rowlands: Amongst the diVerences between
the other local authorities to help them get downLondon and outside of London is the issue of the
the cost of the bus service.fare box and who takes the revenue risk. In

London, as we have seen in the Report, Transport
for London sets the fares and takes the revenue Q78 Mr Mitchell: I have a final question, and I am

sure the Chairman will indulge me on this becauserisk, so it does not have to reimburse the operators
for any revenue loss coming from concessionary it is very parochial to him and I! The Humber

Bridge Board charges 400% more for a publicfares. Outside of London it is completely the other
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service vehicle than it does for a car. That is the Mr Rowlands: It is quite diYcult to answer. This is
a bit of a sweeping generalisation, but if you lookhighest ratio in the country. By this policy of

maintaining high toll charges and the highest ratio at the history of bus use in this country over the
last 20 or 30 years or even more, there is somethingof public service costs to car use, the Humber

Bridge Board has succeeded in driving down bus diVerent about this country. We have had lower
levels of car ownership than our near continentaluse over the years and it has now taken that benign

process to its ultimate success of stopping it neighbours, but we have used our cars more
intensively. If you look at Italy for example, youaltogether because the company cannot aVord to

carry on the service and pay the charges. I just will find much higher levels of bus usage, including
by social class. There is a diVerence.wondered, in the light of Government policy to

increase the use of buses, what the Department for
Transport might say to the Humber Bridge Board. Q87 Mr Khan: Do you have any idea what has
Mr Rowlands: Can I give you an answer in two happened to bus use in Scotland and Wales in
parts? I am not briefed for this. I am sure the recent years?
Department’s formal position must be that this is Mr Rowlands: Bus usage in Scotland has
a matter for the Humber Bridge Board, or words historically declined, as it did in England. In the
to that eVect. Speaking as a human-being it sounds last year or two it has just picked up.
to me a dumb thing to do.
Chairman: Are you happy with that answer? Q88 Mr Khan: In both Wales and Scotland?

Mr Rowlands: Both Wales and Scotland.
Q79 Mr Mitchell: I hoped for a better answer.
Mr Rowlands: I am not an expert on the Humber Q89 Mr Khan: You mentioned in the ding-dong
Bridge, I am afraid. with Austin Mitchell that for decades it has been

going down. Is there not one exception in the 1980s
in London, when bus use went up?Q80 Mr Mitchell: I hope your Department will do
Mr Rowlands: Bus use, if I remember rightly, aftersomething; so far there has been no reply, and they
deregulation in London initially went down in thehad a letter about three weeks ago.
eighties and then began to pick up in the nineties.Mr Rowlands: I would be very happy to take it
In the latter part of the nineties, before the Mayorback to the Department.4
came along, bus usage was growing year on year
by about a third of the rate it did after the Mayor—Q81 Mr Khan: Do you think that the target set of

a 12% increase in bus and light rail growth was a
Q90 Mr Khan: During the eighties as well the Faressensible one?
Fair policy, when there was a leader of the GLC—Mr Rowlands: Yes.
I forget his name—was there not an increase in
bus use?

Q82 Mr Khan: Realistic? Mr Rowlands: I was talking about the sweep of
Mr Rowlands: I think sensible and challenging, but the eighties.
realistic enough to be—

Q91 Mr Khan: Do you think there is a link between
Q83 Mr Khan: Good. I have a number of devolved government and the powers that, for
questions, so perhaps we could keep it short! I have example, the Mayor has and the clarity that TfL
10 minutes. Do you think that the Mayor of has—autonomy, and increase bus usage?
London setting a target of a 40% increase in bus Mr Rowlands: I think there may be a link, if only
travel over a shorter period was sensible? in the sense that it may make the delivery chain less
Mr Rowlands: Yes. complex and easier; but that is only a piece of

process; it also depends on ambition, intent, and
what you what to do with that—Q84 Mr Khan: Realistic?

Mr Rowlands: Yes.
Q92 Mr Khan: The reason I ask is because the
Scottish Parliament, the Welsh Assembly, theQ85 Mr Khan: Has he saved your bacon because
fantastic expert Mayor for London—all they haveof the increase he has had in London?
in common is autonomy to—Mr Rowlands: He would have saved our bacon had
Mr Rowlands: No, they have also got higherwe not changed the target for the regional
subsidy levels for their buses. Remember that thecontent, yes.
Welsh introduced Wales-wide—

Q86 Mr Khan: This is a diYcult question to answer,
Q93 Mr Khan: A decision they took themselves?so if it is impossible just say so. Doing international
Mr Rowlands: Indeed.comparisons in relation to Western Europe over

the last few decades, we have seen a decline in bus
Q94 Mr Khan: You support my argument thenand light rail use. What are comparable countries
because they decided, because they wereover the last two or three decades?
autonomous, to do that—yes?
Mr Rowlands: They were certainly free to take4 Note by witness: The Permanent Secretary has written to

Mr Mitchell separately on this matter. that decision.
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Q95 Mr Khan: Do you accept the hit the 12% target and that means we are expecting
London to continue to deliver. Working with TfL,recommendations made in the NAO Report on

pages 19 and 20? Presumably you have read the we have no reason to believe that their
contributions will not be forthcoming.report? Are you happy with them?

Mr Rowlands: Yes. There is one I certainly want to
ponder on. Q102 Mr Khan: One of the things where the Mayor

actually failed in London was to increase fares on
Q96 Mr Khan: Which one is that? buses, and you have still got the congestion charge,
Mr Rowlands: It is in F, talking about making obviously. They have been quite open about it, they
information more available at a local level. need the money to have better standard buses et
Remember, I said earlier that we cannot just over cetera. How far do you think the fare rises are a
stuV we have got because we are caught by the risk outside of London, vis-á-vis the increase in
Statistics Trade Act 1947, so we have to find buses you said you are required to meet?
another route through. Mr Rowlands: To get back to all of that elasticity,

they are clearly a risk. The extent to which there
are fare rises, some of that will be alleviated by theQ97 Mr Khan: Before getting to my main question,
new concessionary fares policy from April for athere is a question that is concerning me. If you
group of people who are significant bus users, thelook at figure 10, which is “Quality of service
elderly. The extent to which it continues to be a riskmeasures” for some reason unbeknown to me, and
may partly reflect decisions to be taken aboutI am sure other Members of the Committee, who
subsidy level, whether it is at a local level or evenI am sure have thousands of disabled constituents,
national.why does that not measure extend to disabled

passengers?
Mr Rowlands: I honestly do not know why it does Q103 Mr Khan: Are you going to have control over
not measure the experience.5 whether somebody decides to have a bus increase

or not?
Q98 Mr Khan: Do you think it should? You talked Mr Rowlands: We do not control bus fares, that
about Routemaster, which— is correct.
Mr Rowlands: I am quite happy to reflect on that.
What I will oVer you is that if you look at our Q104 Mr Khan: In the plan we are also told there
delivery report, in terms of access to buses the will be a £6 billon investment in our bus services
target was to have 50% of full-size buses low floor to complement the public investment. How much
by 2010 because it helps not just the disabled but has been invested so far?
also the elderly. We already have 44% so we are Mr Rowlands: The figure in the plan was £6 billion
very close to getting to the 2010 value for that half for private investment in local transport, £5 billion
by 2006-ish. of that was buses. Since the plan came out, 38,000

new buses and coaches have been registered in this
Q99 Mr Khan: You will reflect on that? country. Mr Linnard, what does a bus cost?
Mr Rowlands: I am very happy to. Mr Linnard: Between £50,000 and £100,000.

Mr Rowlands: In round figures that is somewhere
Q100 Mr Khan: You will, I am sure, have heard of between £2 and £4 billion worth of investment
the disabled people in wheelchairs who are at bus towards the £5 billion that they do not manage,
stops and bus drivers pass them and others who get depending on the cost of the bus. There is no
on a bus and have very uncomfortable journeys. I reason to believe that the private sector is not
could go on. putting in what we said.
Mr Rowlands: I am well aware of it.

Q105 Mr Khan: You referred to some of the
Q101 Mr Khan: And, of course, where they are reasons why there has been such a huge success
changing the law as well. Can I ask you one more story in London, but workplace parking levies and
question on the fantastic success story of London. the congestion charge were some of the reasons
What assurance do you have that the growth in bus which made public transport more attractive and
use in London will be sustained to enable them to nice buses, increased security, CCTVs et cetera.
properly save your bacon by 2010? Why have such schemes not been introduced
Mr Rowlands: We have got an agreed delivery plan elsewhere? Do not say because we have a
with TfL. We are going to align that with the 2006 brilliant Mayor.
Business Plan. I said earlier that we are expecting to Mr Rowlands: No. It is clearly quite a tricky issue

outside of London. Nottingham is still looking at
5 Note by witness: Since April 2005, we have provided people a workplace parking levy arrangement, but there

completing our quarterly bus satisfaction surveys with the has not been the appetite for road pricing
opportunity to identify themselves as have a physical or otherwise, certainly on the lines of congestionmental impairment related to disability or old age. If we

charging. We are now beginning to talk to somereceive a suYciently large sample of people responding to
the survey and identifying themselves in this manner, we local authorities in terms of using the new TIF.
will consider whether to publish separate satisfaction
statistics in the annual public transport statistics bulletin

Q106 Mr Khan: Why is that? Why have they notin September, a copy of which will be placed in the libraries
of both Houses. introduced them?
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Mr Rowlands: I honestly cannot give you a Mr Rowlands: We have included the impact of
rounded answer as to the behaviour of a whole lot concessionary fares in the band of 11.5% to 12.5%
of local authorities right across the land. It may forecast. It does include that, yes.
reflect the complexity of other urban centres.
Remember London is a very small, tight central
congestion charge. It may reflect what you want to Q111 Greg Clark: Figure 11 on page 35, does that
call the courage/ambition of whoever is running include the impact or not?
the place. Mr Rowlands: I think it includes what at the time
Mr Khan: It is a back handed compliment. I am was a view that it would be 5%, we are now
afraid my time is up even though I would like to reckoning on a higher growth outside of the PTEs
talk about the Mayor’s successes. from the introduction of the new concessionary

fares.

Q107 Greg Clark: Mr Rowlands, we have been
talking quite a lot about these PSA targets. Are you

Q112 Greg Clark: It is partly factored into it, thatgoing to meet them?
is not going to ride to the rescue either.Mr Rowlands: The current forecast is that we are
Mr Rowlands: Yes, but it is partly not factored inexpecting the overall bus usage to turn out
as well.somewhere between an 11.5% and 12.5% increase

by 2010. That is in the range of 12%. In terms of
growth in every English region over the last three

Q113 Greg Clark: I have great sympathy with youyears of the period, the Report says as matters
because I do not see that you have got the tools tostand this is unlikely. I think as matters stand
deliver against the target. You do not think thatacross 18 English regions it is right in saying it is
Ken Livingstone pursuing his policy of London didunlikely. It is a measure of the challenge that still
so because of your target, do you?faces us. I am not saying we are not going to do

it, but it is why, in terms of delivering the regional Mr Rowlands: No, he did so because of his
growth target, we are going to have to work very manifesto commitments when he was elected.
closely with all the big key players in all of the
English regions over the next five years.

Q114 Greg Clark: In terms of the local authorities,
they will—because you have reflected in yourQ108 Greg Clark: That is what I thought. You are
evidence—have set their own policies in response togoing to meet it nationally because as Mr Khan
pressures from their local electorate and what issaid Ken has ridden to the rescue but not
going on on the ground. I do not believe that theyregionally. In fact, if you turn to page 35 figure 11,
have, at the forefront of their minds, the urgentyour own projections show that buses outside of
need to save your bacon as far as your targets areLondon are going to continue to decline. They are
concerned, do they?not even going to increase, they are going to
Mr Rowlands: No, but they might be incentivisedcontinue to decline during the period of your
by some of our money.targets.

Mr Rowlands: On the basis of the draft labour
transport plans we now have, which go final in

Q115 Greg Clark: Can you say a bit more aboutMarch, the average increase forecast in bus usage
that?by the local authorities in those plans is 8%. That
Mr Rowlands: Just touched on in the Report is theis not the finalised number, but they are saying yes,
Transport Innovation Fund which comes in fromthey are anticipating the cost of the remaining, in
2008–09. Initially it is about £290 million in thatthis case five years, planned period, on average they
first year rising in the next decade to £2.5 billionare still expecting it to grow. I think we have got
a year.to challenge that and we have to work with them

to make it happen.

Q116 Greg Clark: That is just for buses?
Q109 Greg Clark: You are saying it is going to Mr Rowlands: No, it has one or two stated uses,
increase by 8%, yet you have got a decline of what one of which is in relation to road pricing, demand
must be 1% or 2% during the year. That does not restraint and that goes together with buses. If there
compute at all. One estimate must be hopelessly is anybody—and we are certainly talking to some
wrong. people who are showing interest—at local authority
Mr Rowlands: Remember I said that concessionary level who wants to access those very chunky sums
fares are going to come in on 1 April. We are of money in terms of road pricing, in terms of theforecasting, that means a 5% increase in PTEs and

bus services you would need to support in the way14% outside of PTEs, so there is a kicker coming
Ken has developments, in his case in London, wethere.
have got the money there. We put in place £18
million just to pump prime bids against the
Transport Innovation Fund. We got something likeQ110 Greg Clark: Figure 11 does not include the

impact of the extension of concessionary fares? 30 bids.
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Q117 Greg Clark: £18 million is not huge. how much the school run contributes to
congestion, the environment and all the rest of it—Mr Rowlands: That is just to put a bid together.
that is an unacceptable practice, is it not, for
children who have to be at school by 9 o’clock inQ118 Greg Clark: Can the situation of tremendous
the morning to be charged an adult fare? Wouldgrowth in London and decline in the regions be
you agree that is unacceptable or undesirable?reversed without a substantial change in the relative
Mr Rowlands: I do not think I can oVer you a view.cost of public transport to cars outside of London?

Mr Rowlands: I did say earlier that it is already
changing in the sense that the South East and the Q123 Greg Clark: You do not have a view?
South West the historic decline has stopped. Mr Rowlands: Not personally.

Q119 Greg Clark: Compared with what has Q124 Greg Clark: You answered a question from
happened in London, it is not really changing Mr Mitchell as a human being, we invite you to
comparatively. Do you have that degree of change? step into that role.
Mr Rowlands: Do remember that the growth in the Mr Rowlands: What I am saying personally is there
English regions is just growth in the English regions is a diVerence between the issues around a bridge
for the last three years of the period. It is not to and you inviting me into territory that could cost
get London growth rates in the last three years in hundreds of million of pounds.
each of the English regions because I do not think
that is feasible. What we are faced with is quite a

Q125 Greg Clark: If you can be a human beingchallenge to turn around history.
about a bridge I think children’s fares being
charged as if they are adults is a cause for humanity

Q120 Greg Clark: I agree with the point that what even more than that.
has been done in London has been so dramatic. I Mr Rowlands: It is not as if nothing is being done.
do not see anything remotely approaching the scale There is £350 million a year going into school
of what has been done in London in terms of the transport.
relative cost of public and car transport happening
in the regions.

Q126 Greg Clark: Are you seriously saying that theMr Rowlands: As we speak I think that is right. The
Department for Transport does not take the viewpoint I am making is that you may begin to see that
to the fact that children going to school are beingchange as we get into deploying the Transport
forced to pay adult fares? You are agnosticInnovation Fund and the sums of money there and
about that?people then beginning to look at road pricing. This
Mr Rowlands: I think I am agnostic.is not just about bus subsidy, it is also about car

restraint.
Q127 Greg Clark: I find that astonishing. To follow
on from that, because you are agnostic about it youQ121 Greg Clark: Your ability to attain this target
see no useful purpose in encouraging localall rides on the Transport Innovation Fund. I do
authorities, or the Chancellor perhaps, to reflect onnot blame you for this because I think it is rather
the contribution of excessive school run journeys,ridiculous that you personally and your
to congestion and pollution, because it is notDepartment are charged with this target which rests
relevant?on a whole host of factors. Your one tiny lever is
Mr Rowlands: You need to separate out what thethe Transport Innovation Fund.
Department can do to minimise, if you like, theMr Rowlands: It is not our only means. I did say
environmental impact of children travelling tothat money makes a diVerence and quite
school within the existing policy framework. Wesubstantial chunks of money are coming. We have
and the DfES are jointly subsidising the productionalready been working with people at local authority
of school travel plans designed to minimise thatlevel and we have seen a diVerence in quite a
environmental impact, 10,000 schools will havenumber of areas where those numbers have
such plans by the end of the decade. That we canturned around.
do. If you are inviting me into issues to do with
policy, surely as a matter of policy GovernmentQ122 Greg Clark: Very many times in the Report
subsidised school fares, I cannot oVer you a viewyou said that you encourage local authorities and
on that.you have this kind of sponsorship with them. The

Government has taken a view on concessionary
fares for the elderly, which is to rationalise it and Q128 Greg Clark: I would not dream of dragging

you into your policy. I know that the remit of thisto have a common system. Do you share your view
on concessionary fares for children? In my Committee is firmly about delivering, but you do

have a PSA target to deliver against to improve theconstituency, and I think others in the country,
children below the age of 16 are charged adult take up of public transport. It strikes me that as a

matter of execution if you were to encourage, andfares for travelling to school in the morning before
10 o’clock; child fares kick in at 10 o’clock. As the you do, local authorities to provide concessionary

fares for children, it seems unexceptionable thatPermanent Secretary of the Department that wants
to encourage public transport, wants to get cars oV this would contribute to your objectives. You are

resistant to executing your remit in a way.the road—and we all know from our constituencies
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Mr Rowlands: I think you are taking me into about, as I said earlier, how we try to get that sort
of information available locally and I guess thatterritory I would prefer not to go into.
includes the TraYc Commissioners.

Q129 Chairman: Of course it is undeniably true
Q133 Mr Davidson: Is there any reason why thethat it would help you meet this target if local
TraYc Commissioners should not have it?authorities, through some mechanism or other,
Mr Rowlands: The existing information?were encouraged to issue concessionary fares

before 9 o’clock.
Q134 Mr Davidson: Yes.Mr Rowlands: I think that may be undeniably true.
Mr Rowlands: My understanding is that theThe issue is where does the money come from? Is
information we get from the bus companies onthis just a reallocation of an existing subsidy or is
reliability is gathered under the 1947 Act, and I amit additional subsidy?
afraid the Act does not allow us to give it to third
parties and that includes the TraYc

Q130 Mr Davidson: In paragraph 27 on page 18 Commissioners.
there is mention that the operators are: “. . .
accountable to passengers for the reliability and Q135 Mr Davidson: Is there anything in the Act
punctuality of local bus services through the that stops the bus companies giving it to TraYc
incentivisation of the farebox”. Do you think that Commissioners?
is eVective? Mr Rowlands: There is nothing to stop the bus
Mr Rowlands: In part this takes us back to an companies voluntarily giving information to the
earlier discussion. Yes, I think it is. I am sure that TraYc Commissioners.
if you look at a particular route on a particular day,
there is a point of evidence where the opposite may Q136 Mr Davidson: Why do you think they do not
be true. No bus company over time has an interest do that then?
in driving away its customer or running such a poor Mr Rowlands: I suspect, and indeed some of them
service that they do not show up. I think have said, since the TraYc Commissioners

have an enforcement role they do not wish to give
that information to them voluntarily.Q131 Mr Davidson: I can understand how this

might be true at the margin, but surely bus
companies will be constantly faced with dilemmas Q137 Mr Davidson: As I understand it, the TraYc
about what reserves, for example, buses are to have Commissioners have got 10 inspectors across the
in case of a breakdown. When I think of most of whole of England to investigate breakdowns of
my constituents, if they were unhappy with the bus communication or delays in timetables and so on.
service, they would not be in a position to order Do you think that is adequate?
the chauVeur to bring them by Bentley, it is the bus Mr Rowlands: I think it is adequate in terms of
service or nothing for them. I would have thought what we ask the TraYc Commissioners to do.
the vast majority of people have no leverage over Essentially they are there to deal with instances
the operator. Would you accept that is fair? where there has been a serious failure by an
Mr Rowlands: I think at the individual level you are operator to deliver against their registered
probably right. That is why the Department, timetable.
working with the Bus Partnership Forum, has set
a target to try to get in place, in terms of reliability, Q138 Mr Davidson: How would they know that?
does the bus turn up or not, and 99.5% is the Mr Rowlands: On the basis of either a complaint
ambitious target. Bus reliability at the moment has from the public or from a local authority or from
not quite got there but it is high. Passenger another operator for that matter.
satisfaction and reliability in the last survey was at
its highest number ever. We are not there yet but Q139 Mr Davidson: Let us deal with those. In terms
we are making progress. of a customer, how many customers do you think

know of the existence of the TraYc Commissioners
and know that is the route to complain?Q132 Mr Davidson: Reliability being at its highest
Mr Rowlands: Very few I should think.level ever depends on where it starts from. I want

to pick up the question of the role of the TraYc
Q140 Mr Davidson: Do we assume then that doesCommissioners. If the TraYc Commissioners—in
not work?paragraph 3.37 it tells us—“. . . do not routinely
Mr Rowlands: I think the local authority oughtreceive management information on bus service
to know.reliability . . .”, who is collecting this data?

Mr Rowlands: We are back to what I said earlier.
We cannot turn over the information which my Q141 Mr Davidson: No, I was discussing in terms

of passengers. Do we assume that the right ofDepartment gets about reliability, which goes into
the National Statistics, to anybody else because of passengers to complain, activate the TraYc

Commissioners, take action and such, that thatthe 1947 Act. It is why we need to use the new
Local Transport Plans to get a handle on route does not work?

Mr Rowlands: I think it is unlikely to work forpunctuality, for example, through the local
authorities in a diVerent way. We need to think many people.
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Q142 Mr Davidson: The second one was the local Q149 Mr Davidson: Of the three routes for
complaints none of them would seem to be eVectiveauthority. I get the impression from all of this that

the local authorities are in relationship to the at all?
Mr Rowlands: There were nevertheless 38 publicoperators more a supplement than anything else,

because unless the local authorities are willing to inquiries, so they must be getting complaints.
fund bus routes, they are dependent entirely on the
goodwill of the operators because the operators do Q150 Mr Davidson: Do you think that is a good
things as and when they see fit. There is mention figure? How many buses do you think are running
in the Report on several occasions about wishing at any one time or how many routes are there in
to maintain a good relationship. Do you think that England?
is a reasonable assessment? Mr Linnard: I cannot answer that oV the top of
Mr Rowlands: If you are asking should local my head.7
authorities seek to build a productive partnership
with the local operators, that must be right. I do Q151 Mr Davidson: To the nearest million, how
not think that precludes a local authority putting many routes? Give us to the nearest 1,000, 100,000?
a formal complaint to the TraYc Commissioners Mr Rowlands: Heaven knows; I have no idea.
where they have an operator whose performance There are four billion journeys a year.
seriously departs from the registered timetable.

Q152 Mr Davidson: Do you think 38 is a
Q143 Mr Davidson: How often does that happen? reasonable figure?
Mr Rowlands: From memory in the last couple of Mr Rowlands: That requires you to know in detail
years the Commissioners have had 38 public down at route level and by region, bus punctuality
inquires into bus companies. performance. That is the information we are going

to get the local authorities helpfully to put together
Q144 Mr Davidson: How many of those came from in the context of the new Local Transport Plans.
local authority complaints?
Mr Rowlands: That I do not know, I would have Q153 Mr Davidson: You do not seem to know very
to write to the Committee with that.6 much about this in terms of you controlling the bus

companies, do you?
Q145 Mr Davidson: You do not know whether or Mr Rowlands: Mr Davidson, we are not trying to
not any local authority has ever complained, do control the bus companies. This is a private sector
you? industry. 80% of bus services are provided
Mr Rowlands: I cannot honestly answer. commercially.

Q146 Mr Davidson: That route would not seem to Q154 Mr Davidson: That is right, but you do have
be feasible either? some degree of responsibility for them, do you not?
Mr Linnard: I cannot answer that direct question, Mr Rowlands: I am not denying that either.
but one of the things we are asking local authorities
to do over the next five years of the second local Q155 Mr Davidson: That is right. You can only
transport planning period is to set targets for, exercise your responsibility if you know what is
among other things, bus punctuality, and then to going on. There is quite a noticeable contrast, is
monitor and report to us on the achievement there not, between what happens in the regulation
against targets. They will be doing their own of buses and the regulation of rail operators where
monitoring of punctuality of local bus services, or there is a whole structure of measurement and
a sample of them, and that will give them the targets and production on detail and so on? Why
information if they want to pursue complaints. do you think that has developed in this

discrepancy?
Q147 Mr Davidson: We have got nothing on that Mr Rowlands: Because it reflects the diVerent
at the moment? natures of the two industries. As I have said, 80%
Mr Rowlands: Sorry, to go back to what I said of bus services are provided commercially on a
earlier, that is what I think we need to explore in non-franchised basis. The railway industries are all
terms of getting more information. franchises, and most of them are receiving subsidy

directly from the Government. It is a completely
diVerent structure. Franchises reflect franchiseQ148 Mr Davidson: The third route of complaint
obligations in terms of the contract and they arewas the other operators. How many other
therefore monitored. 80% of bus services areoperators have complained about poor punctuality
provided commercially, in just the same way thatby a particular company?
the airlines provide services commercially.Mr Rowlands: As I could not answer your first

question I cannot answer that.
Q156 Helen Goodman: Earlier on you were at pains

6 Note by witness: TraYc Area OYces received a total of 470 to point out to me that you did not have control
complaints about bus services in 2004/5. Some of the over the relative subsidies because the decisions
complaints covered a number of aspects but complaints were taken largely at local level, but in answer towere predominantly about service reliability. We do not
have a detailed breakdown of the number of complaints
submitted by diVerent categories of complainant. 7 Ev 17
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Mr Clark you revealed that there is, in fact, Q160 Mr Mitchell: Do we not need that from a
national point of view as well rather than just asomething called the Transport Innovation Fund.

Am I right in thinking also that the Department local authority?
Mr Rowlands: I am not sure why we need it at asets the level of the rural bus subsidy grant and the

rural bus challenge fund? national level.
Mr Rowlands: I think the rural bus challenge fund
is being wound up but, yes, we do provide a rural Q161 Mr Mitchell: To know which companies arebus service grant. giving value for money and which are performing

well. An OYce of Fair Trading inquiry would haveQ157 Helen Goodman: Have you done any to collect that kind of information, why should youassessment of the eVectiveness of that? not have it?Mr Linnard: We have done an assessment of how Mr Rowlands: I guess we will. I am not sure whatmany services have been supported through it. We we could quite do with it since we are not directlycan let you have the details of that. disbursing the subsidy which is going in throughMr Rowlands: It is something over 2,000 services that local authority route, but when we have got itare supported through the rural bus subsidy grant. we will certainly be able to think through, as I say,
how we use that information both locally andQ158 Helen Goodman: It would be possible in perhaps nationally.theory to make a comparison between the Mr Mitchell: Also, you could beat them around theeVectiveness of that and the eVectiveness of what head with it.is being done at a local level, would it not?

Mr Rowlands: I guess we can in terms of that
particular grant and those services. The rural bus Q162 Chairman: Let me try and sum up. You are

famed for the reverse of 40 years of declining bussubsidy grant runs at about £50 million a year
which is a relatively small part of whatever it is, the use in almost every part of the country, Mr

Rowlands. The national increase in bus passenger£1 billion a year, that goes into bus subsidy one
way or another. numbers is almost entirely down to extremely

strong growth in London, which accounts forHelen Goodman: It certainly is and I am wondering
if it would be economic to increase it, but I would nearly half of all English bus travel. That is due to

a combination of increased central investment andnot want to draw you into policy matters so I
will not. Transport for London’s commitment to improve

the bus services, and I congratulated Ken
Livingstone on this. Outside London theQ159 Mr Mitchell: Since it is now in large parts of

the country an oligopoly, two big companies unregulated market is not delivering growth. The
local authorities cannot directly influence mostdominating the service and operating nationally

together, would it not be useful to have the figures commercial operators. You have got extremely
limited tools in your hand. The very fact that wewhich Mr Davidson was talking about in terms of

delays, consumer dissatisfaction, breakdown and had a discussion about the Transport Innovation
Fund, which initially is a relatively small amountage of the rolling stock on a national basis so you

can see which companies are performing best of money involved, shows that. You have obviously
got to take more concerted action if you are goingthrough what degree of subsidy and which are

performing badly? to get people out of their cars and on to buses.
Local authorities outside London need to learnMr Rowlands: What we are going to get out of the

new Local Transport Plans is each local authority from the Capital’s success. There is also scope for
local authorities to save money and improvesetting targets for reliability, satisfaction and then

monitoring it. That is coming back through the eYciency by working better together. The bus
operators should provide the bus service thatDepartment, so, yes, you can then begin to build a

picture together. As I say, there are some people want.
Mr Rowlands: Yes.interesting questions as to how you get that

information out at a public and a local level. Chairman: Thank you very much, Mr Rowlands.
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Question 29 (Jon Trickett): Bus operators in PTE areas

According to industry figures, in 2004–05 85% of bus passenger journeys in the six PTE areas were
undertaken on buses belonging to the big five operators (Stagecoach, Arriva, National Express, Go Ahead
and First). The table below shows the major bus operator share (by patronage) in PTE areas.

MAJOR BUS OPERATORS SHARE OF PATRONAGE IN PTE AREAS IN 2004–05

GMPTE MERSEY SYPTE WYPTE TYNE & CENTRO
WEAR

STAGECOACH 39% 15% — — 44% —
FIRST 35% 5% 70% 66% — —
ARRIVA 7% 73% 1% 20% 13% —
NATIONAL EXPRESS — — — — — 93%
GO AHEAD — — — — 42% —

Question 39 (Jon Trickett): Average of PTE buses

It is not possible to disaggregate the national data collected by the industry to give a figure for the average
age of the buses providing services only in PTE areas. Information on the average fleet age for particular
areas will become available this autumn as a result of inclusion of a question on this in the Department’s
Public Service Vehicle Survey. Generally the average age of the bus fleet has been falling since 1994 and is
now 7.9 years (the lowest since 1990). Figures for the last four years (2001–02 to 2004–05) on lost scheduled
bus mileage due to mechanical reliability are attached. This is not available separately for PTE areas.

MECHANICAL RELIABILITY—PERCENTAGE OF LOST SCHEDULED MILEAGE

London England excluding London

2000–01 0.3 0.6
2001–02 0.3 0.5
2002–03 0.3 0.5
2003–04 0.4 0.5
2004–05 0.4 0.5

Question 150 (Mr Ian Davidson): Registered bus routes in England

Although the number of registered bus routes changes very regularly, as of 31 March 2005, there were
18,472 “live” local bus service registrations in England.

Rural bus grant assessment

Following consideration in the bus subsidy review, the 2004 Transport White Paper announced the
continuation of Rural Bus Subsidy Grant (RBSG) beyond March 2006. Annual monitoring returns show
that patronage on RBSG supported services has now reached over 31 million passenger journeys per year
with about 2,000 services being supported. In 2004 local authorities were given greater flexibility in the use
made of the grant; it can now for instance be used to fund flexibly routed and demand responsive services
as well as services following a fixed route and timetable.

A copy of research completed in 2003 by Steer Davies Gleave on the impact of the introduction of RBSG
can be found on the Department’s website at: http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft–localtrans/
documents/divisionhomepage/032419.hcsp.
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